In the very heart of the Eternal City, only a short stroll away from the Spanish Steps and the exclusive
shopping district, in a small alley that leads to the Tiber river, once called Vicolo del Melangolo, a new
stunning luxury boutique hotel recently opened its doors, promising an unprecedented experience
within the panorama of the Capitoline Hotellerie.

Perfectly located to discover the real essence of Rome, the Vilòn is a great base to explore the city and
get lost in the small and ancient alleys of the Eternal City, finding hidden secret corners.

Walking distance from the main attractions:
-

-

Spanish Steps: 7 minutes
- Pantheon: 9 minutes
- Trevi Fountain: 12 minutes
- Piazza Navona: 10 minutes
- Roman Forum and Colosseum: 27 minutes
San Peter's Basilica and Vatican Museum: 30 minutes

Intricately tied to Rome’s history, the revived historic mansion dates back to the mid-sixteenth
century when it was held by the Borghese family and was known as the "House annexed to Palazzo
Borghese”. In 1841 the palace became, by will of Princess Adelaide Borghese de la Rochefacault,
School for Maidens and it was then further entrusted to the French nuns of the Daughters of the
Cross until recently.

And through the wide windows of the majority of our rooms (11 out of 18), guests can enjoy a
breathtaking sunny view of the private garden of Palazzo Borghese, which in 1997 won the Sotheby's
award for best restoration.

Rooms and Suites
The Vilòn hides within its ancient, fully refurbished walls, 18 precious gems. The rooms and suites
provide an inviting bright ambiance ranging from intimate cozy bedrooms to unique original suites, many
of which have private terraces with exclusive views of the Borghese Palace Gardens. Hotel Vilòn provides
a new perspective of luxury ensuring that guests not only fall in love with the property
but also perceive the cozy home feeling.

Room categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

5 Vilòn Charming
4 Vilòn Charming Garden
3 Vilòn Charming Terrace
3 Vilòn Junior Suite
1 Vilòn Suite
2 Vilòn Terrace Suite Garden

Vilòn Charming
All Vilòn Charming bedrooms, varying from 27 to 40 sq. mt, offer king-size beds, elegant marble
bathrooms with walk-in rain showers and separate toilet areas. Overlooking the charming inner patio
or city view, they offer hardwood floors and comfortable sitting areas.
Twin beds are available upon request.
Maximum occupancy 2 adults.

Vilòn Charming Garden
The breathtaking view overlooking Palazzo Borghese’s private garden is the undoubtedly the highlight
of this special category. All rooms feature king-size beds, elegant marble bathrooms with walk-in rain
showers and separate toilet areas. Some offer hardwood floors and comfortable sitting areas.
Twin beds are available upon request.
Maximum occupancy 2 adults.

Vilòn Charming Terrace
The furnished private terraces with romantic, breathtaking view overlooking Palazzo Borghese's
garden make of this category a true precious gem. These 3 unique rooms, stylishly decorated, provide
king size beds, hardwood floors and elegant marble bathrooms with walk-in rain showers and
separate toilet areas. Twin beds are available upon request. 45 sq. mt. including terrace
(30 sq. mt. + 15 sq.mt. terrace). Maximum occupancy 2 persons.

Vilòn Junior Suite
A special touch characterizes these inviting bedrooms. One with jacuzzi bathtub, overlooking Via
dell'Arancio, (47 sq. mt.) and the others with their view overlooking Palazzo Borghese's garden (40 sq.
mt.). Elegant marble bathrooms with walk-in rain showers and separate toilet areas. Authentic retrochic decorations, comfortable sitting areas and elegant hardwood floors. Twin beds are available upon
request. Maximum occupancy 3 persons. To make the best of a Vilòn family experience, we can
connect your Junior Suite with a Vilòn Charming.

Vilòn Suite
The Vilòn Suite surprises and mesmerizes with its mysterious atmosphere. Located on the first floor and overlooking
the inner patio of the Hotel, the Vilòn Suite, covering 86 sq. mt., is designed in a spacious layout, yet comfortably
elegant, with a bohemian touch. The living area is suited with inviting velvet armchairs and sofa, accented with a
refined desk. The Suite offers a large wardrobe and king size bed. Also included is a marble bathroom with double
sink, walk-in rain shower and, the extra touch of luxury, the "is-all-mine" private Turkish-bath. Maximum occupancy
2 persons and 1 child. To make the best of a Vilòn family experience, we can connect the Vilòn Suite with a Vilòn
Charming Room guaranteeing a spacious two bedrooms Suite.

Vilòn Terrace Suite Garden
Their charming and peaceful private terraces overlooking the breathtaking garden of Palazzo Borghese are the
highlight of these unique suites. Both located on the second floor and enlightened with bright natural light, they
provide an average of 75 sq. mt. including the furnished terraces. Despite being similar in their endless charm and
exclusive atmosphere, these two suites provide different uniquenesses. While the Melangolo Terrace Suite Garden
allows separated bedroom and living room, that can accommodate a third guest, the Borghese Terrace Suite Garden,
will surprise you with an intimate vanity area and a refined 30 sq. mt. marble bathroom, featuring together with
double sink, a double walking rain shower and a “burlesque” bathtub!

In honour of the Princess Borghese, the name of our restaurant “Adelaide” and the bar lounge, familiarly called
“Adelaide In Salotto” (in the living room). Opened all day long, it ensures delicious experiences to the guests in
house, but also to the external ones, creating an international yet Roman authentic atmosphere.

In a very charming and relaxing atmosphere, Adelaide offers a unique culinary experience in which simplicity,
tradition and technique are perfectly combined to assure in every bite the truest and greatest tastes.
The menu changes according to the seasons and includes classics of
the Roman tradition with fresh modern twists. Sunday's lunches are dedicated to “Il Pranzo della Domenica” when,
according the local market’s offer, the Executive Chef Gabriele Muro expresses his creativity at the best.

In addition to the stylish and cozy dining room, the green outdoor patio dedicates a relaxing
bohemian space where, especially during the warm seasons, is possible to enjoy breakfast, lunch,
dinner and drinks "al fresco".

Not just a pretty face, the Vilòn
universe is much more…
We are looking forward to welcoming
you and letting you experience it by
yourself!

Hotel Vilòn
Via dell’Arancio 69
00186 Roma
Tel: +39.06 878187
info@hotelvilon.com
reservations@hotelvilon.com

